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Carley Mattea thinks that boys only like girls who are pretty - especially boys Ã‚Â as popular and

handsome as Kyle Westin. Ã‚Â Scarred by a facial deformity, she believes that Kyle would never

have fallen for her if it hadn't been for the chemistry accident that left him temporarily blind.

Ã‚Â When Kyle discovers that his sight will soon be restored, Carley can't help but worry about his

reaction when he sees her face for the first time. Ã‚Â Will Kyle's feelings prove to be more than

skin-deep?
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I once had the book when it come out when I was a teen. I long ago got rid of it. Seems there a

book or two from the past I want on Kindle now that it had the opinion.I have read a few of Lurlene's

books when I was teen, even though I can't remember them now, I'll Be Seeing You seems to be

my favorite and the one I remember the most. Even though there are some 90s references at least

by some of the things the characters used, is noticeable, But to me I think that, that's what makes



this book timeless, and to fair, most of Lurlene's books are like that.SpoilersI have to say I may have

thought of book a little differently now that I'm older and not a teenager like the ones in the book. I

may have thought that Carley being a little selfish in not telling Kyle the truth about her face. I mean

I know teens can be cruel. But I find that - personally - had she told Kyle the truth Carley should

trusted he wouldn't have just walked away from her. Mostly because - if she had told him when he

was blind even after getting to know him after a few days that yes she could get hurt, but she would

be leaving (that is if she waited till she was discharged to tell him) or she could at least hope as she

seemly hope that he would stay blind and sight or no sight, he wouldn't look for her.I think Carley

knew that Kyle was different from other guys, which I could see, like he said he was shy around girls

(though to Carley she thought he was good-looking) And he was a science lover, so he wasn't quite

your avenge guy who's type-casted as a nerd or jock. Well, I guess in a sense Kyle is a a bit of a

nerd but... he still is adorkable.As for the end, as much as I thought it was bittersweet, first how Kyle

found out the truth about Carley and the fight because of her not being honest and Carley assuming

Kyle would think her a 'freak' because of her face. I did think the end rushed way too fast to make it

a 'happy ending'. And as much as I love the ending, I would have loved to see another chapter or at

least an epilogue, maybe of the two of them going to Kyle's school dance (at least reader hopes

they did) - or at least Carley's calling Kyle after his 'Be Mine' message.End of SpoilersEven though

I'm older, I would re-read this story again. I find this is one of Lurlene's better books.

I purchased this in a moment of nostalgia. It had been a favorite of mine as a kid but upon rereading

it just didn't come across as well as it did then. The characters seemed flat and the love unrealistic.

Still, there were parts that gave me a warm fuzzy feeling and while the adult me is thankful to these

Lurlene McDaniel books for getting me through quite a few teenage hardships I feel like I've

outgrown them.

What can I say I love this author and all her books. This is I great book about seeing someone on

the inside and not how they look.

So this story wasn't really that bad - it's easy fiction you can absorb in an hour or two with some

down time. I loved Carley and her one-liners, but Kyle was way too sugar-sweet for me. Maybe I just

prefer the angst ridden stories where the angst stems from the bad boy that can be the good guy

with the help of a witty, sarcastic good girl. Either way, this wasn't the best but it was an easy read

and I got it on sale, so it was money well spent :)



This book makes you think twice about how you see others and yourself. Beauty isn't just what you

see on the outside, it's what you see and feel from knowing the inside and outside of someone.

Kudos to the author.

Who said that love does has to be blind? Loved the story, uplifting and reaffirming. Look forward to

reading more books by the author. Highly recommend.

OH MY GOSH, THE ENDING!!!! So freaking cute.

The storyline was okay. I liked Reba & Kyle but not Csrley so much. I can relate to how Carley feels

about how people treat her because of her disability. I didn't like how Carley was dishonest to Kyle

when he was being very honest to her.
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